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Existing (left) and proposed (right) funding systems. Reviewers in blue; investigators in red.
In the proposed system, all scientists are both investigators and reviewers: every scientist receives a fixed
amount of funding from the government and discretionary distributions from other scientists, but each is
required in turn to redistribute some fraction of the total they received to other investigators.
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Assume
Total funding budget in year y is ty
Number of qualified scientists is n
Each year,
the funding agency deposits a fixed amount into each
account, equal to the total funding budget divided by
the total number of scientists: ty/n.
Each scientist must distribute a fixed fraction of
received funding to other scientists (no self-funding,
COIs respected).
Result
Scientists collectively assess each others’ merit based
on different criteria; they “fund-rank” scientists;
highly ranked scientists have to distribute more
money.
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Example:
Total funding budget in year is 2012 NSF budget
Given the number of NSF funded scientists, each
receives a $100,000 basic grant.
Fraction is set to 50%
In 2013, scientist S receives a basic grant of $100,000
plus $200,000 from her peers, i.e., a total of $300,000.
In 2013, S can spend 50% of that total sum, $150,000,
on her own research program, but must donate 50% to
other scientists for their 2014 budget.
Rather than submitting and reviewing project proposals,
S donates directly to other scientists by logging into a
centralized website and entering the names of the
scientists to donate to and how much each should
receive.
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Model Run and Validation:
Model is presented in http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.1067
It uses citations as a proxy for how each scientist might
distribute funds in the proposed system.
Using 37M articles from TR 1992 to 2010 Web of Science
(WoS) database, we extracted 770M citations. From the
same WoS data, we also determined 4,195,734 unique
author names and we took
the 867,872 names who had authored at least one paper
per year in any five years of the period 2000–2010.
For each pair of authors we determined the number of
times one had cited the other in each year of our citation
data (1992–2010).
NIH and NSF funding records from IU’s Scholarly
Database provided 347,364 grant amounts for 109,919
unique scientists for that time period.
Simulation run begins in year 2000, in which every scientist
was given a fixed budget of B = $100k. In subsequent
years, scientists distribute their funding in proportion to
their citations over the prior 5 years.
The model yields funding patterns similar to existing NIH
and NSF distributions.
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Model Efficiency:
Using data from the Taulbee Survey of Salaries Computer
Science (http://cra.org/resources/taulbee ) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF) the following calculation is
illuminating:
If four professors work four weeks full-time on a proposal
submission, labor costs are about $30k. With typical
funding rates below 20%, about five submission-review
cycles might be needed resulting in a total expected labor
cost of $150k.
The average NSF grant is $128k per year.
U.S. universities charge about 50% overhead (ca. $42k),
leaving about $86k.
In other words, the four professors lose $150k-$86k=$64k
of paid research time by obtaining a grant to perform the
research.
That is, U.S. universities should forbid professors to apply
for grants—if they can afford to forgo the indirect dollars.
To add: Time spent by researchers to review proposals. In
2012 alone, NSF convened more than 17,000 scientists to
review 53,556 proposals.
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